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Mankindâ€™s outer colonies are disappearing. Without warning. Without a trace. Fleet command
chalks the attacks up to pirates, but Captain Dryker of the UFC Johnston isnâ€™t buying it.Defying
command, he leads his misfit crew into hostile territory in search of answers. They encounter the
mythical Void Wraith, an unstoppable legend whispered by the first race. After 26,000 years the
Void Wraith have returned to begin the next Eradication. Their technology is superior, their motives
unclear.Humanity cannot stop them. Not without help. Captain Drykerâ€™s only hope is to forge an
alliance with mankindâ€™s greatest enemy, the savage Tigris.One maverick captain, an unlikely
crew, and an aging vessel are all that stand between humanity and the Eradication.â€œItâ€™s like
Battlestar Galactica and Mass Effect had a baby, and that baby was raised by Starcraft. I read this
book in one sitting, and immediately looked for the next.â€•- The authorâ€™s totally biased
friend.The Void Wraith TrilogyDestroyerVoid Wraith (May 30th)EradicationReceive a complimentary
copy of the prequel story Exiled by signing up to the mailing list: eepurl.com/bU1XyT
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This book was a ton of fun and I can't wait for more! It's military science fiction but it's easily the

most entertaining military sci-fi novel I've ever read. I haven't read much because I find they're
usually boring books. This story just moved and it was very fun and engaging.There were no scenes
where characters were sitting around talking and pondering philosophical or political things like I've
read in other military science-fiction. There were no abstruse complicated sentences about the
technology. No expounding on what this future science could realistically be like and I appreciated
that. Everything was described well so I understood how the science worked, but the story wasn't
about the science. It was about the adventures and conflicts which in my opinion makes for a much
more enjoyable read. Instead I got a ton of awesome action scenes. I got a behind closed doors
meeting scene where terrible secrets were discovered by eavesdropping good guys. I got some
really cool science fiction style Indiana Jones scenes where characters flew to planets and explored
ancient ruins to try and uncover some terrifying mysteries about an alien race.One thing that makes
a book a favorite to me is when I don't get bored reading it and that was the case with this book. It
was fantastic. Even though it had great world building, interesting technologies, and super cool alien
races I loved I don't remember ever getting assaulted with a huge info dump to tell me all about it.
As you get to see these alien races and human characters go through all kinds of trials you discover
more about them and the technology around them.I particularly liked the Tigris.
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